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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted imaging or time-resolved contrast-enhanced MRA is used in the detection and characterization of spinal vascular malformations, though inherent trade-offs can affect their overall sensitivity and accuracy. We compared the efficacy of volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted and time-resolved contrast-enhanced images in spinal vascular malformation diagnosis and feeder characterization and assessed whether a combined evaluation improved the overall accuracy of diagnosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-eight patients with spinal vascular malformations (spinal dural arteriovenous fistula, spinal cord arteriovenous malformation, and perimedullary arteriovenous fistula) were prospectively enrolled. MR images were separately analyzed by 2 neuroradiologists blinded to the final diagnosis.

RESULTS: Both sequences demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 93.5% accuracy for the detection of spinal vascular malformations. Volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted imaging was superior to time-resolved contrast-enhanced MR imaging for identification of spinal cord arteriovenous malformations (100% versus 90% sensitivity and 96.7% versus 93.5% accuracy), however, for the diagnosis of perimedullary arteriovenous fistula, time resolved contrast enhanced MRI was found to perform better than the volumetric T2 sequence (80% versus 60% sensitivity and 96.7% versus 93.5% accuracy). Both sequences showed equal sensitivity (100%) and accuracy (87%) for spinal dural arteriovenous fistulas. Combined evaluation improved the overall accuracy across all types of spinal vascular malformation. Volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted imaging was superior or equal to time-resolved contrast-enhanced MR imaging for feeder identification of spinal dural arteriovenous fistulas for both observers (90.9% and 72.7% versus 72.7%), which improved to 90.9% when the sequences were combined. Time-resolved contrast-enhanced MR imaging performed better for major and total feeder identification of spinal cord arteriovenous malformation (80% versus 60%) and perimedullary arteriovenous fistula (80% versus 60%–80%).

CONCLUSIONS: Combined volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted imaging and time-resolved contrast-enhanced MR imaging can improve the sensitivity and accuracy of spinal vascular malformation diagnosis, classification, and feeder characterization.

Abbreviations: ASA = anterior spinal artery; PMAVF = perimedullary arteriovenous fistula; SCAVM = spinal cord arteriovenous malformation; SDAVF = spinal dural arteriovenous fistula; SVM = spinal vascular malformation; TRCE = time-resolved contrast-enhanced; TRICKS = time-resolved imaging of contrast kinetics; VHHT2WI = volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted imaging

Spinal vascular malformations (SVMs) are rare entities at various locations in the spinal cord and its coverings. These include predominantly spinal cord arteriovenous malformation (SCAVM), spinal dural arteriovenous fistula (SDAVF), and perimedullary arteriovenous fistula (PMAVF). The clinical presentation is variable, though typical clinical patterns exist among certain entities such as acute spinal cord dysfunction due to hemorrhage in SCAVM or slow progressive paraplegia in SDAVFs.1,2 There is a variable delay in the diagnosis due to nonspecific clinical symptoms or low clinical suspicion, which often leads to serious morbidity, even after successful treatment. MR imaging is usually the initial investigation of choice based on which diagnosis is suspected, while DSA remains the criterion standard.3 DSA is, however, invasive and has additional risks such as exposure to ionizing radiation, iodinated contrast medium overload, and a
small risk of inducing spinal cord infarction. DSA also can miss the diagnosis in SDAVF and PMAVF because of operator-dependent factors, and such patients may have a poor prognosis even after successful treatment. SVMs are suspected on the basis of the presence of flow voids in the subarachnoid space and/or cord parenchyma and are further evaluated using volumetric high-resolution heavily T2-weighted imaging (VHHT2WI), contrast-enhanced MRA, and time-resolved contrast-enhanced (TRCE) MR imaging sequences for characterization and localization of arterial feeders. VHHT2WI sequences such as Cube (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) and sampling perfection with application optimized contrasts by using different flip-angle evolution (SPACE; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) provide excellent contrast between the cord and CSF along with suppression of CSF flow artifacts. Submillimeter spatial resolution of these sequences allows multiplane reconstruction without artifacts, which would help in the detection and diagnosis of SVM and localization of arterial feeders. On the contrary, dynamic TRCE MR image sequences such as time-resolved imaging of contrast kinetics (TRICKS) provide good temporal resolution and capture contrast kinetics as it transits through the feeding artery and vascular malformation into the draining vein. While the lack temporal information is a major disadvantage for the former sequence, the latter sequence has poor spatial resolution and a limited FOV; thus, an accurate localization or characterization of an SVM may be difficult or lesions may be missed altogether. We hypothesized that combining these 2 sequences could maximize the overall diagnostic performance while offsetting the trade-offs and thus could potentially improve the overall diagnostic performance while offsetting the trade-offs and thus could potentially improve the overall accuracy of detection and characterization of spinal vascular malformations. In the present study, we used the diagnostic capability and feeder characterization of VHHT2WI (Cube) and TRCE MR (TRICKS) independently and in combination for the assessment of SVM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This prospective observational study included all patients with clinically suspected or diagnosed spinal vascular malformations who presented to the radiology department of Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology between May 2015 and October 2017. Patients with contraindications to MR imaging or partially treated SVMs or those who were unwilling to give consent were excluded from the study. MR imaging of the whole spine was performed on a 3T Discovery 750 MR imaging scanner (GE Healthcare) initially, followed by invasive spinal angiography on an Innova 3131 biplane DSA machine (GE Healthcare).

MR Imaging Technique

The MR imaging protocol consisted of initial routine T2 and 3D Cube acquisitions of the whole spine in the sagittal plane, followed by contrast-enhanced TRICKS of the suspected region. The parameters were as follows—Cube: TE/TR, 60–115/2500 ms; echo-train length, 90; FOV, 30 cm with a matrix of 288 × 288 and slice thickness of 1.6 mm in the sagittal plane. The entire spine was covered in 2 or 3 stations. The total acquisition time for each station was 6.08 minutes. For TRICKS, because there is a limita-

RESULTS

Of 34 patients who met the inclusion criteria, 28 patients were included in the final analysis after exclusions (On-line Figure). The median age of the patients was 48 years (range, 15–78 years), with 22 males and 6 females. Eleven patients had SDAVFs, 10 had SCAVMs, 5 patients had PMAVFs, and the remaining 2 patients had extraspinal arteriovenous malformations. The clinical and demographic characteristics of the subjects are shown in Table 1.

Diagnosis and Characterization of SVMs

Both VHHT2WI and TRCE MR imaging performed equally with a sensitivity of 100% and accuracy of 93.5% for diagnosing the presence of SVMs. The specificity was low (33%), due to a low number of true-negative cases.

For the diagnosis of SDAVF, VHHT2WI and TRCE MR imaging had equal sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 100%,
80%, and 87%, respectively. The VHHT2WI sequence misdiagnosed 2 cases of PMAVFs and 1 case of vertebral body AVM as DAVFs. The false diagnosis of the SDAVF was made due to the presence of flow voids without apparent identification of a nidus. False-positives occurred in 3 cases with TRCE MR imaging: In 1 case of an SCAVM, a small nidus was misinterpreted as a draining vein; in another case of PMAVF, the anterior spinal artery (ASA) was not visualized and was misdiagnosed as a DAVF; and in the last, in an extravascular AVM, the nidus was missed. After we combined both sequences, the specificity and accuracy improved to 84% and 90%, respectively. Thus, cross-confirmation between the 2 modalities improved the overall accuracy of diagnosis.

For SCAVM, the VHHT2WI had excellent sensitivity and accuracy of 100% and 96.7%, respectively, while the TRCE MR imaging had a sensitivity and accuracy of 90% and 93.5%, respectively. Both sequences had an equal specificity of 95.2%. One patient with an extravascular AVM and one with a spinal cord AVM were misdiagnosed with DAVFs on TRCE imaging. Combining the sequences improved the overall accuracy of TRCE imaging to that of VHHT2WI.

For PMAVFs, TRCE MR imaging performed better, with a sensitivity and accuracy of 80% and 96.7% compared with the VHHT2WI sequence, which had a lower sensitivity and accuracy of 60%, and 93.5%, respectively. Both sequences had a specificity and positive predictive value of 100%. In 2 patients, the PMAVF was falsely diagnosed as an SDAVF on VHHT2WI. The combined evaluation improved the sensitivity to that of TRCE MR imaging due to better identification of the ASA.

### Feeder Identification of SVMs

#### DAVF

The level of the arterial feeder to a DAVF was exactly identified by the VHHT2WI sequence in 7 and 6 of 11 patients by observers 1 (63.6%) and 2 (54.5%), respectively. When extended to 1 vertebral level, observer 1 identified arterial feeders in 10 of 11 (90.9%) patients, whereas observer 2 identified them in 8 of 11 patients (72.7%). On the TRCE sequence, observers 1 and 2 identified the level in 8 of 11 (72.7%) patients. By combined evaluation, both observers identified feeders in 10 of 11 patients (Table 2). The laterality of the arterial feeder was correctly predicted in all cases by observer 1 but was misinterpreted in 1 case by observer 2. In the presence of multiple feeders to the DAVF, only 1 feeder could be identified by both observers.

#### AVM

Both the observers identified dominant arterial feeders in 6 of 10 patients on VHHT2WI and 8 of 10 patients on the TRCE sequence (Table 2). On the TRCE sequence, 2 feeders (20%) were falsely localized to an incorrect level by both observers.

Also, TRCE performed better in the assessment of the overall number of feeders by both observers compared with VHHT2WI. More than half the number of feeders were identified by TRCE (54.0%–66.6%), while identification was possible in only 25%–29% with VHHT2WI. Intranidal aneurysms were found on spinal angiography in 4 patients. Both observers were able to identify these in 3 of 4 patients (75%) using both sequences.

#### PMAVF

The dominant feeder or single feeder could be identified on VHHT2WI in 4 of 5 (80%) patients by observer 1, and in 3 of 5 (60%) patients by observer 2. Similarly, both observers could identify feeders in 4 of 5 (80%) patients with the TRCE sequence. Of 7 feeders on spinal angiography, on the VHHT2WI sequence, observers 1 and 2 identified 4 (57.1%) and 3 (42.8%) arterial feeders, respectively. Using the TRCE sequence and combined VHHT2WI and TRCE MR images, observers 1 and 2 iden-

---

**Table 1: Demographics and clinical features of patients with spinal vascular malformations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SDAVF</th>
<th>SCAVM</th>
<th>PMAVF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age (range) (yr)</td>
<td>57.7 (49–67)</td>
<td>29 (15–53)</td>
<td>52 (27–78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute/subacute</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low back pain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory symptoms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor weakness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms at diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All (motor/sensory/bladder/bowel)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any symptoms</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to diagnosis (median) (range) (mo)</td>
<td>11.4 (4–24)</td>
<td>42.6 (0–180)</td>
<td>13.4 (1–24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Feeder characterization and level localization of various spinal vascular malformations using different MR imaging sequences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VHHT2WI</th>
<th>TRCE MRA</th>
<th>Combined Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDAVF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact level</td>
<td>7/11 (64%)</td>
<td>6/11 (54%)</td>
<td>7/11 (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 1 vertebral level</td>
<td>10/11 (91%)</td>
<td>8/11 (73%)</td>
<td>8/11 (73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAVM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant feeder</td>
<td>6/10 (60%)</td>
<td>6/10 (60%)</td>
<td>8/10 (80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All feeders</td>
<td>6/24 (25%)</td>
<td>7/24 (9%)</td>
<td>13/24 (54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMAVF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant feeder</td>
<td>4/5 (80%)</td>
<td>3/5 (60%)</td>
<td>4/5 (80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All feeders</td>
<td>4/7 (57%)</td>
<td>3/7 (43%)</td>
<td>4/7 (57%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:--Obs. indicates observer.
tified 4 (57.1%) and 5 (71.4%) feeders, respectively. On the TRCE sequence, 1 false-positive was identified by observer 1 and 2 false-positives were identified by the observer 2. Two of 5 patients had multiple feeders. VHHT2WI could identify only a single feeder level in 2 patients by both observers. However, by TRCE, observer 2 could identify both feeders in 1 patient, and observer 1 could identify only 1 feeder.

The representative cases of the 3 types of SVMs are illustrated in Figs 1–3.

**Intermodality and Interobserver Agreement**

Moderate-to-substantial agreement was noted between the 2 modalities (VHHT2WI and TRCE MR) among the 2 observers in the evaluation of the feeders or for localization. However, notably, the agreement improved for both the observers when a combined evaluation was performed. Substantial-to-perfect interobserver agreement was also noted across the modalities for all types of SVMs (On-line Tables 1 and 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Advanced MR imaging techniques used for the evaluation of SVMs include anatomic depiction of the vascular malformation using VHHT2WI (SPACE or Cube) or TRCE MR angiographic sequences (TRICKS). Most of the earlier studies discuss the utility of a specific MR image for a particular spinal malformation such as an SDAVF or SCAVM. To our knowledge, our series is the first study to report the usefulness of 2 different imaging sequences in the evaluation of spinal vascular malformation and its characterization. Our study found that VHHT2WI and TRCE MR imaging had an overall sensitivity of 100% and accuracy of 93.3% in the evaluation of suspected spinal vascular malformations. Also, the combined evaluation did not improve the accuracy of detection, suggesting that any one of the modalities is sufficient for confirming the presence of a vascular malformation. For feeder identification of an SDAVF, volumetric sequences were found to have higher accuracy, and combined evaluation yielded a detection rate within 1 vertebral level of 90%. However, the major feeders of SCAVMs and PMAVFs were better recognized using the TRCE sequence than the volumetric sequence.

Conventional T2 MR imaging is often the first diagnostic study in the evaluation of spinal vascular malformations. The presence of flow voids and cord hyperintensity in a patient with a suspected spinal vascular malformation is reported to have 100% sensitivity in the diagnosis of SDAVFs.3 Flow voids, however, are observed in only about 70% of cases; moreover, the detection rate could be very low (<40%) in low-flow shunt lesions.3,14 Advanced MR images can improve the sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy for the detection of SVM. Amaro et al10 reported the utility of the TRCE MR imaging technique (TRICKS) in the evaluation of different types of SVMs. In this study, 98% sensitivity and 63% specificity were achieved for the detection of SVMs. Although the characterization of SDAVFs was excellent with this technique, when one included the localization of feeders within 1 level (82.8%), a false-positive interpretation was observed for PMAVFs, and the proportion of SCAVMs included in the study was very low (6.4%). Other studies on SDAVFs also reported similar high sensitivity (88%–100%) and specificity (80%–90%) for the detection of SDAVFs and feeder localization (85.7%–100%).11,12 The performance of TRCE is affected by several technical parameters, such as positioning of the FOV, delay between scan acquisitions and contrast bolus initiation, and temporal resolution of the sequence.10-12 Positioning of the FOV outside the region of the fistula can lead to a false-negative diagnosis, while low temporal resolution can lead to inadequate mapping of high- or low-volume shunts, yielding an erroneous interpretation.10-12

The other sequence used to investigate SVMs is VHHT2WI,
which provides superior parenchymal-CSF contrast distinction, thus allowing easy identification of even subtle flow voids and further characterization of the malformations based on the localization of the lesion or the feeder that supplies it. A recent study using this sequence demonstrated 98.1% sensitivity and 90% specificity for the diagnosis of SVMs, which was higher for SDAVFs (100% and 90%) compared with SCVs (89% and 71.8%), respectively. Additionally, VHHT2WI could be used for localization of SDAVFs, and the site could be reliably identified within 1 vertebral level in 94% of the cases. However, the role of this sequence to distinguish intradural vascular malformations such as PMAVs and SCVs and the capability of identifying feeders to these malformations are unknown. Thus, although both VHHT2WI and TRCE MR imaging are excellent tools to evaluate suspected SVMs, due to inherent technical limitations of each of these sequences, whether it is possible to replace a diagnostic spinal angiography or plan limited angiography with therapeutic intent is unclear.

In our study, we found that VHHT2WI and TRCE MR imaging had high sensitivity and accuracy in the diagnosis of SVM, concurrent with other reported studies in the literature. Although the diagnosis of SDAVF could be confidently made using either sequence, a false-positive diagnosis was a concern for both. In our series, 2 cases of PMAVF and 1 case each of PMAVF and SCVs were erroneously diagnosed as SDAVFs. Although VHHT2WI has submillimeter resolution, a near-normal-sized ASA feeding a slow-flow PMAVF (type A PMAVF) might be missed due to volume averaging and thus could be erroneously reported as an SDAVF. Similarly, due to the low temporal resolution of TRCE MR imaging, optimal capture of different angiographic phases might be a limitation in a slow-flow PMAVF or a small

**FIG 3.** PMAVF. VHHT2WI shows a prominent ASA (arrow in A) supplying the fistula (not shown). TRCE MR image shows 2 ASAs feeding the fistula (arrows in B). A hypertrophied ASA supplying the fistula is demonstrated in C.

found to be high and comparable with those reported in the literature. Most interesting, we observed that the rate of identification depended on the readers’ experience; however, by using input from both the sequences, high accuracy (90.9%) could be attained. This suggests that the effect of the learning curve on interpretation could be offset by using 2 modalities rather than a single sequence. A similar observation was also noted for PMAVF, in which a combined evaluation detected a higher proportion of the main as well as all feeders. Contrary to the prior report, both sequences could identify main feeders in 60%–80% of the cases and, in more than half, the number of all feeders to SDAVFs. The poor characterisation reported by Amarouche et al might be due to limited experience; only 3 patients with SCVs were included in their study cohort. High interrater agreement was found for all the parameters in our study, suggesting that the observations are largely unambiguous and reproducible.

In this study, we used 2 disparate MR imaging techniques to evaluate anatomic and flow characteristics of SVMs. Although the performances of these individual sequences are comparable as far as diagnosis and feeder identification of various SVMs is concerned, combined evaluation improved the overall accuracy. The greatest utility of the combined sequence was found in enhancing the specificity and accuracy of SDAVF by discriminating it from PMAVF and identification of the dominant feeders to intradural malformations such as PMAVF and SCV. One disadvantage of using both sequences for SVM evaluation is the mild prolongation of the total acquisition time. However, the clinician could opt for any particular sequence for the initial evaluation, and additional sequences could be used only if the findings are confirmatory of the pres-
ence of an SVM. The current favored approach at the authors’ institution is to obtain VHHT2WI initially, and perform a TRCE sequence later, centering the FOV at the site of the SVM localized from the earlier sequence. With this approach, false-negative interpretation due to improper placement of the FOV in TRICKS could be avoided and the observations could be confirmed by both modalities. Accurate distinction of spinal vascular malformations and their feeders preoperatively can aid the interventionist in tailoring the spinal DSA and planning endovascular treatment in a single sitting. This approach will have the advantage of reduction in procedural time and the risks of spinal DSA, radiation exposure, and contrast load along with an overall reduced hospital stay.17

Our study has several strengths. The study design was prospective, blinded, and performed on a 3T MR imaging machine. Spinal vascular malformations were evaluated with 2 different sequences, which enabled characterization of both the anatomic and physiologic aspects of the pathology. Furthermore, we were able to overcome the relative drawback of the limited FOV with the TRCE sequence by planning the FOV on the basis of findings on conventional MR imaging rather than using a fixed position as in prior studies. Also, different types of SVMs were included and separately analyzed to understand the disease-specific performance of the sequences.

There are a few limitations to our study. Due to the rarity of the disease, the number of patients in the study was relatively low. Use of a lower temporal resolution of the TRCE MR imaging in the initial phase of the study may have introduced some heterogeneity, though we believe that its effect on diagnostic accuracy is negligible.

CONCLUSIONS
VHHT2WI is superior in identifying SCAVMs, while the TRCE MR imaging is superior in identifying PMAVFs, with both sequences having equal accuracy in diagnosing SDAVFs. For feeder identification, VHHT2WI is superior in SDAVFs, while the other sequence is more useful in SCAVMs sand PMAVFs. The combined evaluation of VHHT2WI and TRCE MR imaging increases the sensitivity and specificity in identifying and classifying spinal vascular malformations and thus could be used for planning targeted DSA and subsequent interventions.
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